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Introduction
Over the last few years there has been an increasing research effort directed towards the automatic verification of infinite state systems. This has resulted in numerous highly nontrivial algorithms for the verification of different classes of such systems. Examples include timed automata [3, 4, 181 , hybrid automata [9] , data-independent systems [15, 211, relational automata ([13, 19, 20] ), Petri nets ([11, 12] ), lossy channel systems [l, 21. As the interest in this area increases, it will be important to extract common principles that underly these and related results.
Our goal is to develop general mathematical structures which could serve as sufficient conditions for achieving decidability. Our objective is twofold. We aim on the one hand to give a unified explanation of existing decidability results including those mentioned above, and on the other hand to provide guidelines for discovering similar decidability results for other classes of systems.
Existing work on general principles for deciding properties of infinite-state systems is fairly limited. Many existing methods are based on finding a finitestate system, which is in some simulation or bisimulation relation with the original system. This could be achieved e.g. by partitioning the state space of the original system into equivalence classes under bisimulation [15, 3 , 22, 91 . However, the requirement of having an appropriate finite partitioning of the state space is rather restrictive since it implies that the system under consideration is "essentially finite state".
In this paper we present substantially more general conditions for decidability of several verification problems. We work with a well-founded preorder on states instead of an equivalence. We consider systems which consist of a finite control part operating on an infinite data domain. The main requirement is that the data domain is equipped with a well-founded preorder such that the following properties (which are generalizations of those required by finite partitioning methods) hold: (i) the transition system is "monotonic" with respect to the preorder, i.e. transitions from larger states lead to larger states; and (ii) the preorder on the data domain is a well-ordering, which means that each infinite ascending chain contains an element which is larger than or equivalent to an earlier element in the chain. We call the class of systems satisfying these properties well-structured systems.
In this paper, we show that the following properties are decidable for well-structured systems:
Reachability: whether a certain set of control states is reachable. Several properties can be reduced to the reachability problem, notably invariant properties and safety properties represented by the prefix-closed set of traces of a finite automaton.
Eventuality: whether all executions eventually reach a given set of control states (represented as AFp in CTL).
Simulation: whether there is a simulation between a finite automaton and a well-structured system. The simulation problem is shown to be decidable in both directions.
The reachability problem is solved by a backward reachability analysis. Starting from a set I of states, the reachability of which is to be decided, we generate the set of states from which I can be reached by a sequence of transitions of length less than or equal j for successively larger j. The sets that are successively generated in this way are upwards closed with respect to the preorder and form an ascending chain (under set-inclusion) . Since the preorder is well-founded and well-ordered, each set can be represented by a finite set of minimal states, and the chain converges after a finite number of iterations. The problem of whether a wellstructured system is simulated by a finite automaton is solved using similar principles. Eventuality properties and the problem of whether a finite automaton is simulated by a well-structured system system are checked by a standard tableau method. Again the tableau construction terminates by the well-ordering property.
The iteration method in this paper can also be viewed as an abstract interpretation of the infinite state space. Instead of working with sets of states of the transition system, we work in an abstract domain consisting of finite sets of minimal states. One contribution is that we show, for well-structured systems, that we can work in this abstract domain, without losing precision in our analysis of reachability, and with the additional benefit that fixpoint iterations of this kind always converge.
Related Work
The idea of verifying a system by analyzing a property for an abstraction or a simpler approximation of the system has been considered by several authors [ 5 , 17, 71. These papers present conditions such that if the property is satisfied by the abstract program then it will be satisfied by the original program. Sufficient conditions are given for an abstraction to preserve e.g. the branching time logic CTL' or fragments thereof. However, these works do not give general methods for constructing abstractions, and are not concerned primarily with constructing decision procedures for verification as we do.
Comparing with finite partitioning methods, we observe that an equivalence is a preorder relation which in addition is symmetric. This means that, apart from systems whose state spaces can be finitely partitioned, e.g. timed automata [3, 181, various classes of hybrid automata [9] , data-independent systems [15] , and rational relational automata [20] , our methods can be used to analyze systems which do not allow for finite partitioning, such as Petri nets [12] , lossy channel systems
[I], and integral relational automata [20] .
Finkel [8] shows that, for well-structured systems, it is decidable whether a system has a finite reachability tree. He also considers a restricted class of wellstructured systems, namely those with strict monotonicity. This means that transitions from strictly larger states lead to strictly larger states. For this class it is shown that the coverability problem, and the problem whether the set of reachable states is finite, are both decidable. The coverability problem is solved in [8] using a generalization of the Karp-Miller algorithm [16] . This algorithm depends on strict monotonicity, which does not hold in general for well-structured systems, and hence the Karp-Miller algorithm cannot be applied.
Outline The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the following section, we define infinitestate systems as systems with a finite-state control part which operates on a possibly infinite domain of data values. In Section 3 we define well-structured systems. Section 4 presents the method for deciding reachability, Section 5 treats eventuality properties, and Section 6 shows how to check the existence of simulations. In Section 7 we give examples of several classes of wellstructured systems.
Infinite-State Systems
In this section we give the basic definitions for infinite-state systems. As a general model of such systems, we adopt labeled transition systems. We assume a finite set A of labels. Each label X E A represents an observable interaction with the environment. 
Definition2
A. a 5 b} which is generated by A.
For sets A and B , we say that A B if C(A) = C(B).
Observe that A B if and only if for all a E A there is a b E B such that b 5 a, and vice versa.
A set I
Well-structured Systems
In our framework we require that the set D of data values is equipped with a decidable well-founded preorder 5 , and assume that we are given a minor set of D which we henceforth call Dmin. We extend the preorder 5 on D to a decidable well-founded preorder 5 on the set S of states defined by (q, d ) 
i n ( p r e A ( C ( { s } ) ) )
is computable.
Note that m i n ( p r e x ( C ( { s } ) ) ) is always a finite set if 5 is well-ordered. We define m i n p r e x (s) as notation for m i n @ e x ( C ( { s } ) ) ) .
On the concrete models where we shall apply our theory (Section 7) the computability of minpreA (s) will be rather obvious given the explicit syntactic representations of the transition relations. 
Lemma3.2. If (S,S) is a monotonic transition system, and I is an ideal in S , then prex(I) and pre(I) are also ideals in S .
Instead of using finite minor sets to represent ideals, we can use finite sets of constraints. A set of constraints denotes the union of the denotations of its elements (recall that each constraint denotes a set). In some cases more convenient, since a constraint sometimes represents a large minor set.
(e.g.l for real-time automata) such a representation is
Control State Reachability
In this section we describe an algorithm to solve the control state reachability problem for well-structured transition systems. More precisely, given a state s and a control state q, we want to check whether ( 4 , D) is reachable from s. Our algorithm actually solves the more general problem of deciding whether an ideal I is reachable from a given state s. Since (q, D) is an ideal, the control state reachability problem is a special case of the reachability problem for ideals.
To check the reachability of an ideal I , we perform a reachability analysis backwards. Starting from I we define the sequence IO, I1 , IZ , . . . of sets by IO = I and I,+1 = I U pre (13) . Intuitively, I3 denotes the set of states from which I is reachable in j or less steps. Thus, if we define pre*(I) to be U , ~O 
since, by the definition of well-structured transition systems, each set min(pre(C({s}))) is computable, and the union is taken over a finite set of sets.
From the above discussion we conclude that if we define minpre*(Mo) to be U 3~o M J , then there is a k such that Mk+l E Mk, and minpre*(Mo) 3 Mk. This implies that minpre*(M) is computable for any minor set M of I and in fact C(minpre*(M)) = pre*(I). where M is the set of canonical subsets of S, and where 
Eventuality Properties
In this section we describe an algorithm for deciding whether each execution starting from an initial state eventually reaches a certain control state satisfying a predicate p over control states. In CTL, these properties are of the form AFp. We present an algorithm for the dual property EGp from which an algorithm for AFp can easily be derived using the correspondence AFp TEG-p. The property EGp is true in a state so iff there is an infinite path from SO in which all states have a control part that satisfies p . Our algorithm will actually solve the more general problem of whether SO satisfies a property of the form EGI for an ideal I . We write this property as SO + EGI.
The algorithm essentially builds a tree of reachable states, starting from the initial state and successively exploring the successors of each state in the tree. We must then consider the possibility that post(s) is infinite for some states s (i.e., the transition relation is not finite branching). The algorithm answers "yes" if a successful node is encountered, otherwise it answers "no". The correctness of the algorithm follows from the fact that when a successful node is encountered, we can, by monotonicity, construct an infinite path where all states are in I by continuing from the ancestor node.
Completeness follows by the observation that the possibly unexplored successors of a state (i.e., those in mazpost(s) but not in post(s) for some s) can be satisfactorily represented by "larger" states (with respect to
) in maxpost(s). The construction of the tree termi-
nates by Konig's lemma, since the tree is finite branching and all branches are finite. We have thus proved the following theorem:
Theorem 5.1. The eventuality problem for control states is decidable for well-structured and essentially finite branching systems.
Simulations between Infinite Systems and Finite Systems
In this section we consider the problem of whether a well-structured system is simulated by a finite transition system. A transition system is said to be finite if it has a finite set of states. In our algorithms we assume that a finite transition system is described by finite sets representing states and transitions. The above result can easily be extended to the case of weak simulation.
Definition6.1. Given two transition systems
We next consider the problem of whether a finite transition system is simulated by a well-structured system. We present an algorithm which assumes that the well-structured system is essentially finite branching.
For a state s and label A, define the set m a z p o s t x ( s ) analogously to the definition of m a z p o s t ( s ) .
To determine whether qo E S O , we construct an and-or tree as follows. The root is labeled by qo & SO. A node labeled by q E s is a leaf if either x 0 there is a transition q + q' such that no transition from s is labeled by A, in which case the node is unsuccessful, or e it has an ancestor labeled q & s' for some s' with s 3 s', in which case the node is successful. Each non-leaf node labeled q 5 s is an and-node, which for each transition q --+ q' has a descendant labeled q' <<A s. Each node labeled q' <<A s is an or-node, which for each s' E m a x p o s t x ( s ) has a descendant la-
By arguments similar to those used in the eventuality algorithm, the and-or tree is always finite, and that qo C so if and only if the root in the and-or tree generated from qo & SO evaluates to true (where unsuccessful leaves evaluate to false and successful leaves evaluate to true). We have thus proved the following theorem: 
Example Models
In this section we give four examples of computation models namely: lossy channel systems, vector addition systems with states (a model equivalent to Petri Nets), relational automata, and timed automata. For each model, we describe how it can be viewed as an infinitestate transition system, and show that it is equipped with a preorder such that it satisfies the three conditions in Section 3 for being well-structured.
Lossy Channel Systems
Lossy Channel Systems (LCSs) [l] are systems of finite-state processes that communicate messages (from a finite alphabet M ) over unreliable unbounded FIFO channels. The channels are unreliable in the sense that they may lose messages at any time. LCSs have been used to model and verify data transfer protocols (e.g., sliding window protocols) that are designed to tolerate message losses in channels. In [l] , we show that LCSs are well-structured systems. To see this, we first note that 5 is decidable and well-founded. Well-orderedness holds by a beautiful result which states that the substring relation among strings over a finite alphabet is a well-ordering [lo] .
The rules for computing minprex may be found in [l] .
Intersection effectiveness and essentially finite branching are obvious.
The decidability of control state reachability and eventuality properties is shown in [l] , while the decidability of simulation with finite transition systems in both directions is shown in [2] . 
Vector Addition Systems with States (Petri Nets)
A Vector Addition System with States (abbreviated VASS) models a finite-state machine operating on a finite number of variables which range over the natural numbers.
In a VASS, the data domain D is the set of k- For a VASS, monotonicity, intersection effectiveness, and essentially finite branching are obvious. Wellorderedness and the rules for computing minprex can be seen as special cases of those for lossy channel systems.
Control state reachability (often called coverability in the Petri Net literature) and eventuality properties for VASSs can also be decided by the Karp-Miller algorithm [16] . The control state reachability algorithm we present in this paper performs backward reachability analysis, and can be considered as an alternative to the Karp-Miller algorithm which uses forward reachability analysis. The decidability of simulation with finite transition systems in both directions is shown in x [121.
Real-Time Automata
The data part of a real-time automaton consists of the set of mappings from a finite set of clocks to the set of nonnegative real numbers. Real-time automata have in recent years become important for modelling and analysis of time-dependent systems. The exact definitions of real-time automata vary slightly, here we give a typical presentation.
The set 6 of transitions is obtained from a finite set of commands of form ( q , a , A, q ' ) , where a is a guarded command of form g -+ stmt in which 0 the guard g is a boolean combination of inequalities of form x -n where -is a relation in >, 5 , <, >, and n is an integer where the body stmt for each x E X contains an assignment of one of the forms x := x or z := 0. The advance of time is represented by delay transitions of form (q, d ) (4, d') in which all clocks advance by the. same (real-valued) amount, subject to the condition that not all guards of transitions from the control state q are made false. In some variations of real-time automata, delay transitions are instead constrained by an invariant conditions over the clocks in each control state, such that this invariant must not be violated in a delay transition.
As the preorder 5 we take the equivalence relation on clock states, introduced in [3] . This is the largest coqgruence induced by predicates of the form x 2 n, x 5 n , and x1 -5 2 2 n for clocks x and any nonnegative integer n which is at most equal to the largest constant that occur syntactically in commands of the automaton.
It can be shown that 5 is an equivalence, which is also a bisimulation, and hence the transition system is monotonic. The system is well-ordered since there are finitely many equivalence classes. The computation rules for minpreA, intersection effectiveness, and the essentially finite branching property are also rather straightforward. We will also consider the variation of relational automata, called Integral Relational Automata (IRA), obtained by replacing the data domain Q by the set of integers. In the case of IRAs, the situation is slightly more complicated, due to the fact that the ordering on the set of integers is not dense.
Relational Automata
For an IRA P let e,in and e,,, be, respectively, the smallest and the largest constants that occur syntactically in the commands of P . [20] , where the decidability of the control state reachability and eventuality problems for IRAs is shown. The decidability of simulation of an IRA by a finite transition system has not been published before.
